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Abstract 

Since times immemorial nature has been playing its crucial part in our survival and 

adjustment with its different shades and forms. It has been a source of inspiration and joy for 

various writers since they have been influenced from time to time to capture its eternal beauty 

and glory in their sincere writings. Emerson, Thoreau, Wordsworth, Keats and many such 

poets have tasted the fruit of success through their beautiful creations of nature in their 

writings. It’s the sincere admiration of nature that has paved way for eco-critical writings not 

only in the poetry world but also for the fiction writers that’s adding up more value and 

meaning to the importance and protection of nature. I have made an attempt to collaborate the 

poems and the novel ‘The God of Small Things’ of the writers of both the poetry and fiction 

world i.e  Robert Frost and Arundhati Roy respectively, as their works based on eco-critical 

concepts speak volumes for themselves & aware the readers in the most interested & 

concerned manner.  
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It scared the living daylights out of the Goans when they were encountered with the 

fact that the Goan plates which were being served with their staple food ‘Fish’ with the 

delicious varieties of salmon, and mackerel were found to be laced with formalin, a 

carcinogenic toxic chemical. And to further worsen the situation, Health minister Vishwajit 

Rane’s statement that “there is formalin inherent in fish” which was further supported by the 

irresponsible claim of FDA which states- “it is to be noted that marine fish naturally contains 

certain amount of formalin”(Fernandes; Malkarnekar). 

But these false claims were given head to head replies by many doctors and 

researchers on their assertion that formalin which is being used as a preservative for fish can 

never be recommended for human consumption with even minor percentage. 

The incident marks the impact of nature on human beings. Fish, a non human form of 

nature or you can say nature in any form has a direct or indirect influence upon human lives. 

Nature has been in existence since ages even when there were no signs of human evolution. 

The rivers, mountains, trees, plains, plateaus, sun, moon, sky, stars have been the pivotal 

force of ecology. It is the sole witness of the human evolution to the journey of the human 

civilization. In fact nature is the very life force that has paved way for human survival from 

the primitive to the modern technological age.  

The ancient Hindu mythology had been a landmark of greater equanimity with nature, 

in the origin of the fact that most of the natural objects of the surroundings carried a 

reverential status. Since the vedic period, there have been traces of worshipping the celestial 

bodies & other non human forms of nature, like the sun god, trees, snakes, rain & so on. Even 

the Hindu mythological gods & goddesses have been manifested with one or the other natural 

form which is now even today is a mark of their identity & belongingness. Even today in the 

modern era, people all over the world can be seen worshipping the gods & goddesses of the 

vedic period and is recognized with their association of natural forms like Lord Hanuman, the 

vayuputra signifying the son of Vayu i.e air or wind.  
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On stepping to the medieval times, the natural equation got transformed into a 

different perspective that led to the need of taming the nature. The intrusion of man’s 

curiosity & needs into the border & boundaries of nature has blurred its walls & the 

technological era of scientific innovations, in order to explore the mysterious horizons of 

nature have shackled the nature’s existence of making it crippled with Global warming, 

pollution, uncontrolled climate, melting of glaciers & so the trail of hurting goes on.  

As our lives resonate with the rhythm of the nature, a deep concern regarding its 

conservation needs to be circulated at every saneful door. In a study conducted on our planet, 

it has been found that “the pressure exerted on it has doubled the last 50 years while the rich 

natural resources we depend upon have declined by more than 30 percent”(Bhat 8). The 

mother Earth really deserves our love. Her conservation is our first priority to maintain a 

tranquil longevity of our survival on the planet. 

Literature being a mirror of society has been beautifying & glorifying nature & 

natural elements since ages. Even today the works of innumerable poets & fiction writers that 

drew inspiration from nature proves to be of mettle in stirring the ecological consciousness of 

the generations with their earnest attempts of pouring the nature’s rhythmical concordance 

with that of the humans’. 

Still the romantic fervor of the Romanticists fantasize us with a spirit of profoundness 

after reciting the lines of their gentle lyrical poems of nature. The most celebrated among 

them is Wordsworth.  

“In all things, in all nature, in the stars.This active principle abides, from link to link. 

It circulates the soul of all the worlds”(Iyer 141 ). 

Wordsworth’s pantheism not only ranks him the prophet hood but also escalates 

nature to infinite bliss as to him nature is just not only a landscape but a vast ocean of divinity 

which can heal us, guide us, direct us at every path as god does. 
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Where Wordsworth’s poems are beaming with a celestial brightness, Keat’s poems 

sensitizes the readers’ sensibility by his keen sensuous description of nature. Putting his lens 

we are drawn towards the sensual fanciful world of nature that is beautiful, joyful & eternal.  

“With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves run;  

To bend with apples the mossed cottage trees”(360 ). 

Where the Romanticists favored their writings with imaginations and presented nature 

as supreme and one with humans, there have been many modern poets especially in 

American & Indian Literature, who co jointed nature & human beings and have been 

immensely influential in depicting nature and humans as separate identities. To name 

prominently among them are modern American poet Robert Frost and Indian fiction writer 

Arundhati Roy. 

Though not a nature poet, Robert Frost, the New England writer of the early twentieth 

century created the New England setting as his background to share his rural life experiences. 

His American colloquialism and old style meters being at the centre, his poems veered the 

ecological ground by his infusion of nature into every daily life details of human experiences 

& emotions.  

‘Eco-poetics’ or ‘Green studies’ as it is called, Eco-criticism is a discipline to view 

literature from an eco-critical angle. “It is a study of the relationship between literature and 

the physical environment”(Glotfelty xviii ). Redefining the relationship between man and 

nature, the eco-critical concern & awareness being the pivotal theme, eco-criticism truly 

captures its loud & clear presence in Robert Frost’s poems.  

Unlike a pantheist or transcendentalist, Frost with his individualistic attitude is a 

prolific eco-critical harbinger for whom man and nature are both united and apart, which 

categorically positions Frost in the anti romantic cadre. 

At the backdrop of natural rural setting with ordinary experiences of life, Frost’s 

poems open up our inquisitiveness towards a deeply meditated view of our lives. His each & 
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every interpretation of nature has meaningful semblance with human life there by allowing 

the readers to draw meaningful inferences as per their choices. 

One of the Frost’s most cherished poems reflecting his infirmity of thoughts to keep 

going is ‘Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening’: 

     The woods are lovely 

     Dark and deep 

     But I have promises to keep 

     And miles to go 

     Before I sleep 

     And miles to go 

     Before I sleep (224) 

The thematic lines of the poem hold our senses through the beautiful insights of 

nature. Fascinated by the serene dark and lovely woods, the speaker couldn’t resist  to stop 

himself from experiencing the beauty of nature and feels swept away by its wonder and 

wilderness. But the speaker’s horse confused at his master’s sudden stop to gaze the dark 

woods, gives him a harness bell to keep moving till the arrival of their destination. 

The features of nature mentioned in the poem such as snow, frozen lake, dark & 

lovely woods, are symbolic of human’s temptations in his journey of life.  The horse as 

representation of the speaker’s thought finds no practical reason in stopping and gazing at the 

dark and lovely woods. 

Apart from the attempt to turn the modern man’s attention back to unsurpassed & 

precious nature, the poem brings prominently the paramount importance to keep moving in 

life.  Amid the temptations & allurements, man must keep going to fulfill his unavoidable 

obligations before the completion of his journey of life i.e death. 

With pastoralism being the profound element of Frost’s poems, the rural landscape & 

the natural setting at the background, the lyrical poems of Frost refreshes our mind and senses 
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with the beautiful mention of spring, winter, snow, water, rain, pastures but he maintains his 

chord of human connectedness and the lesson that they can draw with each connection.  

And to add something more to our ecstacy, Frost’s poems also blooms with the 

mention of women that adds one more feather to his hat of establishing him as an eco-

feminist poet where he is all with his descriptions of women in the patriarchal forum. Frost 

“gives women in his poetry enormous vocal presence and power: they speak for themselves. 

Few modern poets give women as much vocal prominence as Frost in lyrics, dramatic 

narratives, and dramatic monologues in which we find the speakers struggling against the 

entanglements of social & sexual domination of their own voice & sanity”(Faggen 92). 

Many poems of his such as ‘A Servant to Servants’, ‘The Hill Wife’, ‘Fireflies in the 

Garden’, ‘Misgiving’ and such others echo with the thoughts of eco-feminist that “patriarchal 

society’s values & beliefs have resulted in the oppression of both women 7 nature. It ignores 

women’s work, knowledge & situatedness (her immediate location in nature, where the 

relationship with the environment is far more intimate than that of a man’s)” (Nayar 88). 

For instance, the poem ‘The Subverted Flower’ prerequisitively arrests our attention 

on how men are creating havoc for both nature & women by forcing them to succumb to the 

patriarchal notions for their own selfish motives.  

     A girl could only see 

     That a flower had marred a man, 

     But what she could not see 

     Was that the flowe might be 

     Other than base and fetid: 

     That the flower had done but part,(340) 

The girl in the poem is symbolic of a subverted flower. With its sweet nectar & 

fragrance as a flower is likeable to draw bees towards it, so also the girl, a mere fanciful 
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object in the eyes of her lover is subdued by his sexual drive and is forced to face his 

desperately crushing her for not surrendering to his will.  

Ecocriticism & Ecofeminism being the common lines of thought in the novel ‘The 

God of Small Things’ by Arundhati Roy best explains the reason of my collaborating the 

works of both the writers ( Robert Frost & Arundhati Roy) tied to the same thread of man 

nature & women nature interdependence. 

Though hailing from different continents, both the modern writers are outstanding in 

the  gripping of their decoding the ecocritical concepts in the light of modernization & 

industrialization & the fragmented society & values. 

Having won the millions of hearts across the pan world, the Booker prize winner of 

1997, ‘The God of Small Things’ with its multilayered themes of casteism, transgression, 

love laws, untouchability, the text earned the round of applause among the ecocritics & 

ecofeminists writers & associations who applauded each & every miniscule description of 

human & subhuman forms under the aegis of nature and the text won laurels for Roy to have 

made her stand among the most visionary & a sensitive fictionist for having opened new 

vistas to view nature with a more sensible lens. 

With the very opening lines Roy embarks upon her journey of eco-critical ambassador 

endorsing nature with these beautiful descriptions: 

    “May in Ayemenem is a hot, brooding month. The days are long and humid. The river 

shrinks and black crows gorge on bright mangoes in still, dust green trees. Red bananas ripen. 

Jackfruits   burst. Dissolute bluebottles hum vacuously in the fruity air. Then they stun 

themselves against clear windowpanes and die, fatly baffled in the sun”(3). 

With her adept technique of stream of consciousness, Roy has captured the minutest 

to largest details of nature covering the other prominent issues such as post colonialism, 

gender inequality, untouchability, social taboos, casteism and many such within her creative 

periphery that truly shows her concern for the eradication of such issues at a grass root level.  
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When talking in context with eco-criticism & eco-feminism there are many 

descriptions that shows her gracious sentiments towards the various forms of nature : human, 

subhuman & natural elements. For example, with this description of the Ayemenem House:  

“Filth had laid siege to the Ayemenem house like a medieval army advancing on an 

enemy castle. It clotted every crevice and clung to the window panes. Midges whizzed in 

teapots. Dead insects lay in empty vases. The floor was stick. Wall had turned an uneven 

grey. Brass hinges and door handles were dull and greasy to touch. {…}The only thing that 

shone were the giant cockroaches that scurried around like varnished gofers on a film set”( 84 

). 

Roy attempts to highlight the importance of even smaller forms of nature. The river 

Meenachal deserves a special mention, as it is the pivotal thread that conjointly entangles the 

eco-critical & eco-feminism concepts to sensitize us regarding the exploitation of nature, 

subhuman, women, subaltern & other weakest sections of society. 

Once the lifeline of the Ayemenem , Rahel after 23 years of her return to the place 

discovers  that the river “greeted her with a ghastly skull’s smile, with holes where teeth had 

been and a limp hand raised from a hospital bed”(124). 

“Though it was June and raining the river was no more than a swollen drain now. A 

thin ribbon of thick water that tapped wearily at the mud banks on either side, sequined with 

occasional silver of dead fish. It was choked with a succulent weed, whose furred brown 

roots saved like thin tentacles under water. Bronze winged lily-trotters walked across it. 

Splay footed cautious”(124) 

Before 23 years, the river meant the whole world to Rahel and her family. “It was 

warm, the water green like reapplied silk.  With fish in it. With the sky and trees in it. And at 

night, the broken yellow moon in it”(123). 
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The novel though showcases multifaceted issues at the very core of its plot but each & 

every theme is some way or the other promptly interwoven with the prominent aspects of 

eco-criticism & eco-feminism. 

Roy rightly stamps the seal of an ecological harbinger to Velutha , the paravan when 

she hails him ‘the god of small things’. Roy describes him as making “tiny wind mills, rattle, 

minute jewel boxes out of tapioca stems and figurines on cashew nuts”(74). 

Meenachal also was a witness of thirteen night copulation between Ammu & Velutha. 

River, as one of the forms of nature, had always opened its arms for Velutha, Ammu, Rahel 

& Estha, provided them with the sense of belongingness whenever they had been torn out 

with the loneliness created as a result of the societal pressures. 

Not only the benevolence showered by the river to the people of Ayemenem and 

Ammu’s family has been commemorated by Roy, but its malevolence too seizes the limelight 

on the death of Sophie Mol, Chacko’s daughter, which also is an attempt on the side of Roy 

to make us aware of the mysterious and destructive secrets that nature holds & which is 

beyond our horizon- “No one knows the Meenachal. No one knows what it may snatch up or 

suddenly yield”(259). 

Thus the humans have limited power over nature. This theme of human limitation has 

been sincerely depicted in many poems of Robert Frost too, among which the poem ‘once by 

the Pacific’ suits the need best: 

     The shattered water made a misty din. 

     Great waves looked over others coming in,  

     And thought of doing something to the shore   

     That water never did to land before (250). 

Here Frost through the might of the ocean seems to be warning the whole mankind 

that the ocean which is vast & deep has immense power and that it can lead to destruction of 
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the humankind. We the humans are not aware of the nature’s mysteries & its plan & so we 

should always respect nature & bow down before its inaccessible massive powers. 

What could be more coincidental than the recent floods in the god’s own country 

Kerala that has been ideally replaced with the imaginary Ayemenem in the novel  shows the 

ferociousness of nature taking away thousands of lives in its gulp, followed by landslides, 

electrocution & drowning. “Heavy rains aided by deforestation, rampant construction, 

quarrying that trigger landslides”(Adhwary 4) being the major reasons of nature’s wrath upon 

humans. This is the final nail in the coffin that demands an immediate ecological concern.  

Love, alienation, borders & boundaries, change, optimism, death & many such 

aspects of humanity find a sincere status in the poems of Frost and the novel ‘The god of 

Small things’ by Roy. Where Frost is more lyrical & philosophical Roy seems to be strict & 

stern but both adopt a sincere approach of concern in making people aware of the ecological 

crisis through their works & keep their ecological promises,   elemental for sustainable 

development. So let’s tight the belt for environmental protection and keep our ‘ecological 

promises’ as Frost & Roy did through their works.  
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